"NAME" CONTEST FOR NEW CAMPUS MAGAZINE OPENS

Editors of New Literary Magazine Plan "NAME" Contes1 to Encourage Student Participation

SEATING PLAN FOR COMING GAMES

VANDALS OPEN SEASON AGAINST BRONS FRIDAY NIGHT

CHANCE OF SNOW CO-ED WARRIORS WORK ON UNUSUAL PROGRAM

WINTER MAJESTY - FROST QUENTIN

In the words of the editors of the new literary magazine which plans to open a new "NAME" contest to encourage student participation:

"What is a name? What is the significance of the new literary magazine which plans to open a new "NAME" contest to encourage student participation?"

The editors of the new literary magazine plan to open a new "NAME" contest to encourage student participation. The contest will be open to all students, faculty, and staff, and will allow participants to submit names for the magazine, which will be selected by a panel of judges. The contest will be promoted through various channels, including social media and campus publications. The winners will be announced in the magazine itself, and will receive a variety of prizes, including gift cards and other recognitions. The editors hope that the contest will encourage a sense of community and participation among the student body, and will help to establish the new magazine as a central hub for literary expression on campus.
The Electric Shop
Phone 251

The Lamp of unrequited service

MAIN EVENTS OF THE WEEK

The Lionel Nest
We are now serving hot lunches at noon. Hot roast pork sandwiches, soups of all varieties. We have a nice assortment of lunch materials such as jam, shrimp, deviled eggs, etc.

INTRA-MURAL SCHEDULE TO CONTINUE

Send your soiled clothes to us
MOSCOW STEAM LAUNDRY
PHONE 37

A RECIPE FOR CONTENTMENT

Only by spending a little less than is earned, by living simply and by working harder can one expect the most out of life.

We can help you put your finances on a systematic basis. Open a thrift account with us for five dollars or more and begin a way of living that is the way to save.

FIRST TRUST & SAVINGS BANK
"HOME OF WEALTH"

MRS. KENDRICK

"The way of an Eagle in the air"

CIENTURY after century men broke their necks trying to fly. They had always struggled to discover what Solomon called "the way of an eagle in the air." In 1939 came Samuel Pierpont Langley, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. He fact. His first step was to whirl flat surfaces in the air, to measure the air pressures required to sustain these surfaces in motion and to study the lift and currents of the air itself. Finally, in 1936, he built a small steam-driven model which flew three-quarters of a mile.

With a Congressional appropriation of $500,000 Langley built a large man-carrying machine. Re- design was impractical, so he dropped it into the Potomac River. Then Glenn Curtiss flew it at Hampton, New York. Congress regarded Langley's attempt as not a scientific experiment but as a sad and foolish attempt to realize some utopian goal by means of scientific research and its achievements today.
Rumor Mathews Is Going South Unfounded

"I know nothing about the matter. My only statement makes yesterday afternoon by Coach B. M. Hawkins, athletic director and football coach of the University of Washington, in speaking to questions regarding a rumor which appeared Friday evening's Young's Globe Chronicle to the effect that some Washburn University student had made a very sanguine appeal to the Idaho

The Spokane fall, which is referred to in northeastern sporting articles, stated that Washburn

The Washburn student body last year at Moscow and now again this year at Winona, Washburn's football team has been the subject of much attention in the University of Admissions, according to a report from the West.

The story mentions that the Washburn student body last year at Moscow and now again this year at Winona, Washburn's football team has been the champion team of the state of Minnesota. The Washburn student body last year at Moscow and now again this year at Winona, Washburn's football team has been the champion team of the state of Minnesota. The Washburn student body last year at Moscow and now again this year at Winona, Washburn's football team has been the champion team of the state of Minnesota.

**Professor and Speaker To Talk at Oropino**

Prof. Lewis A. Stirling will talk on the subject of "The Philippines," in the Oropino series of lectures, March 24, according to announcement.

**Modestilh Styles and Good Grade Materials Are Important Factors.**

"The modestilh styles and good grade materials are important factors in the future of retailing." This is the opinion of a recent study of the market conditions by the Wholesale and Retail Buying Bureau of the National Retail Dry Goods Association.

**How to Find the Right One**

"How to find the right one" is the subject of a recent study of the market conditions by the Wholesale and Retail Buying Bureau of the National Retail Dry Goods Association.

**Powerful Missouri Offers a Planning Choice of Selection.**

The powerful Missouri offers a planning choice of selection for the future of retailing." This is the opinion of a recent study of the market conditions by the Wholesale and Retail Buying Bureau of the National Retail Dry Goods Association.

**Big Display of Dresses Models of Point Twill For Women and Misses.**

"For our New Year display of dresses, we offer you a wide variety of beautifully designed Point Twill, in an array of colors, to meet the needs of the consumer." This is the opinion of a recent study of the market conditions by the Wholesale and Retail Buying Bureau of the National Retail Dry Goods Association.